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1. Sure, we all know little Orientalist tidbits about 
urbanization in Asia: high tech Blade Runner 
landscapes, Jake trapped in inscrutable Chinatown, 
mystical "feeeng shwaaay"
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2. Highly urbanized NA population (Brookings map?), 
but much of it is in suburbs in West (62% suburban 
nationally)

The reality is, of course, a lot more complicated, 
especially when you're looking at a North American 
context

Asian Americans are the most urbanized ethnicity in 
the U.S. The history of how Asians have participated 
in urbanization in North America mirrors how our 
societies have sprawled in the second half of the 
20th century, including variously, oppression, racial 
succession, gentrification, and sprawl:
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3. Valley Blvd in San Gabriel; Aberdeen Centre, 
Richmond, B.C.

Many Asian Americans and Asian Canadians live in 
dense sprawl in the West Coast, the Northeast, and 
Canada.
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4. It is undeniably true, as well, that Asia accounts for 
most of the world's city dwellers (as it does the 
world's inhabitants)

Global megacities = 58% of 2025's megacities
UMD study?
     historically high levels of urbanization, comfort with 

density -- Chinese rural density = American urban 
density
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5. Humboldt Park & Chinatown
I could lapse into racial essentialism and talk about the 

usual Confucian model minority BS, which perhaps 
has some grounding in reality but which really 
infuriates me. Or we could talk about transferable 
lessons. in my case, that began with a conversation 
with a few business officials in the Humboldt Park 
neighborhood, which for the past two generations 
has been Chicago's Puerto Rican Main Street. The 
chamber of commerce director mentioned Chinatown 
as a neighborhood with a vibrant local economy and 
a century-strong ethnic identity.

Photos this & next slide: Eric Rogers
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6. My first reaction was about immigration flows...
...but on the other hand, I had also recently co-

authored a report which highlighted Chinatown as 
one of Chicago's affordable housing success stories, 
where by most indicators the neighborhood (alone 
among all Chicago neighborhoods) had seen 
housing quality improve while affordability remained 
over the 1990s. It was an interesting achievement, to 
be sure. The conversation got me thinking about 
what might be some transferable lessons -- what can 
one learn from the relative success of Chinatown?

A lot of these lessons strongly echo themes that James 
has raised, and even find a lot of resonance in Jane 
Jacobs' writings -- it's just that North America has 
largely forgotten how good cities work, and we need 
people who have never left the urban tradition to 
remind us of these basics.
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7. GLOCAL
focus on the small scale and the neighborhood
...while maintaining global reach
recycle capital within community
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8. HYPER-DENSITY
- HARMONY AMIDST CHAOS
requires harmony -- Hong Kong
as in LNU, less clean lines between public and private 

(and ethnic homogeneity)
- COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY
crowd-sourcing, “open source” business
many to many, walk/bike non-hierarchical networks
highly mixed uses
create spaces and environment for entrepreneurship 

when opportunity strikes -- a safety net, socialized 
housing & commercial

market creates adaptability
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9. BIG TIME PPPs and TODs
Transit oriented development (value capture), public 

private partnership (crony capitalism)
     "no downward accountability whatever"

Metropolitan Place in Guangzhou
4.5MSF, 1MSF retail
20+ bus routes, 2 subway routes
BRT system launch – award winning
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10. ADAPTABILITY
Try what works -- Monterey Park, Vancouver
Importing ideas, copycat
export experiences (Chinatown restaurants, lack of 

space = restaurant innovation)
efficiency, speed
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11. Bonus slide:
Great urbanism exists outside of Europe. Whenever 

you want to point to Europe in your presentations, 
keep in mind that the next generation of Americans 
looks quite different. America's toddlers are already 
majority minority.

Asia, Latin America, and even North America are filled 
with great examples of wonderful urbanism. Use 
them.

Lower left photo by John Greenfield
Graph by William Frey from Brookings
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